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Orbital variation of the rotating non-spherical dust grains due to change of the
solar radiation forces by shape effect
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We present the values of a ratio β of the solar radiation pressure force to the solar gravity on the finite circular
cylindrical grains, as functions of an aspect ratio of the cylinder and an incident angle � of the solar radiation. By
using the resulting formula of β(�), the trajectory of the Kepler orbit for the rotating silicate cylinder is computed
associated with a spin motion under the assumption that the spin axis is along the shortest axis of the cylinder and
points to the direction perpendicular to the solar radiation. We found for the silicate cylinder grain with a mass
equivalent to a sphere with a radius of 0.15 μm, and the aspect ratio of 2.0 that a heliocentric distance of the grain
varies periodically with a time, having an amplitude of the fluctuation in the heliocentric distance of about 0.02 AU,
where the spin velocity is 0.25 rotation/day and the initial orbit has a semi-major axis 3.0 AU and an eccentricity
0. In addition, during such a fluctuation of the heliocentric distance, the instantaneous eccentricity of the orbit also
varies simultaneously from 0 to 1.6 with the rotation of the grain. This implies that the in-situ measurements of
orbital elements of impact grains on the dust detector may record those instantaneous orbital elements related to the
phase of the grain’s rotation.
Key words: Interplanetary dust, irregularly shape, solar radiation forces, spin motion, dynamics, orbital evolution.

1. Introduction
It is widely accepted that the asteroids supply the in-

terplanetary dust grains. A discovery of the asteroid dust
bands by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) associ-
ated with the Koronis and Themis families (Low et al., 1984)
has proved that the collisional debris from the asteroids be-
comes scattered through the interplanetary space. Further
satellite observations by the Diffuse Infrared Background
Experiment (DIRBE) instrument on the Cosmic Background
Explorer (COBE) (Spiesman et al., 1995), as well as the
ground-based observations in the visible (Ishiguro et al.,
1998), have confirmed the presence of the dust bands. Reach,
Franz and Weiland (1997) have suggested that the dust grains
resulting from the gradual erosion by collisions among the
family’s members really form the dust band structure in the
interplanetary space.

On the other hand, the laboratory experiments for colli-
sions of solid bodies, e.g. Fujiwara and Tsukamoto (1981),
suggest that the collisional debris has an irregularly shape,
and is in the rotational state. These results predict that
the collisional debris from the asteroids has a non-spherical
shape and is in the state of rotation. To study the dynamical
evolution of collisional debris after releasing from the par-
ent asteroid, we should examine the effect of solar radiation
forces on the ejected dust grain, taking into account its shape
and rotation state.

The strength of solar radiation pressure force on the dust
grain is proportional to the effective cross section of the
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grain, while the solar gravitational force is proportional to its
mass. This suggests that the projected-area to mass ratio is a
key parameter to understand the dynamical behavior of dust
grain in the interplanetary space. If we consider the situation
when the projected area to mass ratio changes with the spin
motion of the grain, a time variation of β arises, where β

is a ratio of the solar radiation force to the solar gravity on
the grain. This variation of β would lead to the periodic
fluctuation of the Kepler orbit of the grain, associated with its
rotational state. It is our motivation to prove this prediction
quantitatively.

In this paper, we assume that the dust grain has a finite cir-
cular cylindrical shape as a simple example of non-spherical
shapes to emphasize the importance of the shape effect on
the solar radiation pressure. The values β of the cylindrical
grain are derived in Section 2 based on the DDA method (e.g.
Draine and Flatau, 1994), as functions of the aspect ratio of
the cylinder and the incident angle of the solar radiation to
the axis of the symmetry. A periodic fluctuation of the Ke-
pler orbit of such a cylindrical grain due to the change of β

with its rotation is examined in Section 3. Discussion is done
in Section 4 and conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. The β Value for Non-Spherical Grain
2.1 A definition of β

The radiation pressure force on small grain strongly de-
pends on the physical properties of the grain. Burns et al.
(1979) have reviewed the interactions of the solar radiation
with small spherical grain, and shown the value of β com-
puted for the grain with different kind of grain materials, as
a function of its radius. It is generally shown that the β value
for absorbing materials exceeds unity in some region of grain
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(a)

Fig. 1(a). A ratio of β of the solar radiation pressure to the solar gravity on a silicate grain. The β values are derived for the spherical grain with a radius
aeq (the solid curve) and the circular cylinder with a mass equivalent to the sphere with a radius aeq and with an aspect ratio 2.0. Two incident angles of
the solar radiation are shown, i.e. parallel (� = 0◦, open circles) and perpendicular (� = 90◦, filled diamonds) to the symmetry axis of the cylinder.

radius, while that for dielectric materials never exceeds unity.
The radiation pressure force due to solar radiation on a

grain with a geometrical cross section A is expressed as

Frad =
(

A

c

) (
R0

r

)2 ∫ ∞

0
B�(λ)Q pr (s, m∗, λ)dλ (1)

where r is a heliocentric distance of the grain, and R0 and B�
denote the solar radius and its spectrum, respectively. The c
is a speed of light, λ is a wavelength of radiation and Q pr is
an efficiency factor of radiation pressure. The value of Q pr

depends on the grain size s and the optical constant m∗ of
grain material, as well as the grain shape.

Our ability to compute the radiation pressure force on the
solid grain with arbitrary shape was limited because of a lack
of rigorous solution for the interaction between the light and
the irregularly shaped grain. Therefore, it was assumed in
most of the previous works (e.g. Burns et al., 1979) that
the dust grain is a sphere for simplicity, and Mie theory
is applied to solve the light scattering problems. For non-
spherical grains, the rigorous analytic solutions exist only
for some special cases, e.g. that for a homogeneous spheroid
in arbitrary orientation presented by Asano and Yamamoto
(1975; errata in Asano and Yamamoto, 1976). Purcell and
Pennypacker (1973) developed the “discrete dipole approxi-
mation” (DDA) method, where the scattered particle is repre-
sented by an array of N points dipoles with spacing between
the dipoles smaller than the wavelength of interest. The DDA
is a very flexible and general technique for calculating the
optical properties of arbitrary shaped grains, as mentioned in
Draine and Flatau (1994). We will use the DDA to compute
the value of the radiation pressure force on the finite circular
cylinder grain in this paper.

The gravitational attraction force on the grain with mass
m is defined by

Fg = G M�m

r2
(2)

where G is a gravitational constant and M� is the mass of
the Sun. Consequently, a value of β is derived from

β = Frad/Fg = C

(
A

m

)∫ ∞

0
B�(λ)Q pr (s, m∗, λ)dλ (3)

where C is a constant of 1.09×106 in cgs unit. The values of
the solar spectrum B�(λ) are adapted from the data compiled
in Mukai (1989).
2.2 Computed results of β for a finite circular cylindri-

cal grain
We will take for calculations of β a finite circular cylinder

with an aspect ratio a/b, where a is a half length of the curv-
ing side of the cylinder and b is a radius of its circular end.
For the material of cylindrical grain, silicate and magnetite
are assumed. The values of mass density are 2.4 g cm−3 for
silicate and 5.2 g cm−3 for magnetite, and the optical con-
stants m∗ for silicate and magnetite are derived from the data
compiled in Mukai (1989). It should be noted that we do not
request the presence of silicate and magnetite in the inter-
planetary dust grains. They only represent the dielectric and
absorbing materials in space.

It is expected that in the derivation of β for the cylindrical
grain, the incident angle of radiation � plays an important
role, where � is defined as an angle between the solar ra-
diation and the long symmetry axis of the cylinder. That is,
� = 0◦ denotes that the solar radiation comes from the per-
pendicular direction to the circular end of the cylinder, while
� = 90◦ means that the radiation comes perpendicularly to
the curving side of the cylinder.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show a comparison of β of silicate
and magnetite grain, respectively, as a function of an equiva-
lent radius aeq for the sphere and the cylinder with an aspect
ratio a/b = 2.0, where aeq is defined as a radius of the sphere
with the equivalent mass to the cylinder of interest. To com-
pute the β value for the cylindrical grain with aeq from 0.01
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(b)

Fig. 1(b). Same as Fig. 1(a), but for a magnetite grain.

μm to 1 μm, we apply the DDA method (Draine and Flatau,
2000). We change the number of dipoles N to satisfy the
applicability criterion of the DDA, i.e. |m∗|k0d < 1, where
k0 = 2π/λ and d is the spacing between two dipoles. We
take N = 12640 for aeq = 0.15 μm. This value of N was set
under the condition that a variation of Q pr computed by the
DDA with increasing N becomes negligibily small. The β

values for the sphere were computed by the DDA, and have
been checked that they agree very well with those computed
by Mie theory.

For the cylindrical grain, we found that the β value
strongly depends on the incident angle of radiation � (see
Figs. 1). Since in a/b = 2.0 the geometrical cross-section
for � = 90◦ is larger than that for � = 0◦ and for the sphere
with equivalent mass, then the β value for � = 90◦ becomes
always larger than other cases. In addition, in � = 90◦ it
is found that the β value for silicate grain exceeds unity in
0.052 μm < aeq < 0.5 μm, whereas for the spherical grain
and the cylinder in � = 0◦, the β values never exceed unity.
It is well known (see e.g. Burns et al., 1979 and Mukai, 1989)
that for a spherical dielectric grain (silicate and water-ice)
the β value is always less than unity. It is shown, however,
that the irregularly shaped dielectric grain has the β value
larger than unity in some cases mentioned above. On the
other hand, it is also found that the β value for magnetite
grain in � = 0◦ never exceeds unity. It is believed that the
spherical grain consisting of the absorbing materials, such as
magnetite, has the β larger than unity in the range of grain
radius less than 1 μm. Therefore, the appearance of the ab-
sorbing grains with β < 1 in all size range should be noted
as a shape effect of the solar radiation pressure force on the
grain.

We show the dependence of β for the cylinder on its aspect
ratio a/b, where the silicate and magnetite cylinders with
aeq = 0.15 μm are taken as test samples. It is known that
the spherical grains of silicate and magnetite with a radius

0.15 μm have, respectively, β = 0.544 and 1.84 (see Mukai
1989). It is found in Fig. 2 that for silicate grain, the β value
in � = 0◦ decreases with increasing a/b and goes below
unity in a/b ≥ 0.42, while β in � = 90◦ increases with
a/b and exceeds unity in a/b ≥ 1.1. On the other hand, for
magnetite grain, β ≤ 1 occurs in a/b ≤ 0.15 in � = 90◦ and
in a/b ≥ 1.5 in � = 0◦. These evidence can be explained
from the fact that the geometrical cross section A of the
cylinder changes with a/b when the volume of the cylinder
is constant. That is, in � = 0◦, A = πb2 ∼ (a/b)−2/3

whereas in � = 90◦, A = 4ab ∼ (a/b)1/3. We found that a
slightly deviation of β from this expectation occurs due to a
shape effect in Q pr deduced from the DDA.

The � dependence of β is also examined for the cylinder
with aeq = 0.15 μm and a/b = 2.0, for silicate and mag-
netite (see Fig. 3). From the curve fitting to the computed β

values, we have derived a relation of

β(�) = β0 + K sin2 � (4)

where β0 is β at � = 0◦ and K is a constant, i.e. β0 = 0.28
and K = 1.55 for silicate and β0 = 0.76 and K = 4.6 for
magnetite.

3. Dynamical Behavior of a Rotating Cylindrical
Grain

3.1 The equation of motion
Some efforts have been done to treat the dynami-

cal behaviour of the non-spherical dust grain. Namely,
Voshchinnikov and Il’in (1983) examined the radiation pres-
sure forces on cylindrical dust grains, and Gustafson (1989)
studied the dynamics of non-spherical dust in the interplan-
etary space. Il’in and Voshchinnikov (1998) calculated ana-
lytically the radiation pressure force, around a red giant star,
acting on a spheroid (prolate and oblate). They found that
for a small spheroid with the equivalent radius aeq less than
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Fig. 2. β vs. an aspect ratio a/b of the circular cylinder grain with aeq = 0.15 μm, consisting of silicate (open marks) and magnetite (filled marks). Two
incident angles � = 0◦ and 90◦ are taken. Note the offset in β of the magnetite.

Fig. 3. β vs. an incident angle � of the solar radiation for the circular cylinder grains with silicate (solid curve with open squares) and magnetite (dotted
curve with open circles), where aeq is 0.15 μm and the aspect ratio is 2.0.

0.1 μm, the radiation pressure force is greater than that for a
sphere with equivalent mass. Mukai et al. (1992) have exam-
ined the interaction of solar radiation with irregularly shaped
fluffy aggregates. They found that the β decreases as the
porosity of aggregate increases. Furthermore, it is shown
that the values of β for a fluffy aggregate computed based
on Mie theory and Maxwell-Garnett effective medium the-
ory well agree with those derived by the DDA. Kimura et al.
(2002) have extended the analysis for the dynamical effect
of solar radiation on the fluffy dust grains based on the DDA
method.

Although many trials to study the dynamics of non-
spherical grains in the interplanetary space have been done
previously as mentioned above, no quantitative examina-
tions of the coupling between the heliocentric Kepler motion
and the rotation of the grain have appeared. We will firstly
present the coupling effect of spin motion with the Kepler
motion of the grains in this paper.

For a heliocentric grain with velocity v under the influence
of solar gravity and solar radiation pressure, the equation of
motion becomes,

v̇ + G M0(1 − β)[(1 − ṙ/c)r0 − v/c]/r2 = 0, (5)

where v̇ means an acceleration vector, and r0 denotes the unit
heliocentric radius vector. The ṙ means a radial component
of v. The velocity dependent portion of Eq. (5) is called the
Poynting-Robertson drag.

It has been shown in Eq. (4) that the value of β for the
cylindrical grain varies with the incident angle of radiation
�. When we assume that the grain rotates with a spin veloc-
ity ω along the axis perpendicular to the curving side of the
cylinder and its spin axis is normal to the heliocentric radial
direction, the equation (4) is written as,

β(ωt) = β0 + K sin2(ωt) (6)

where � = 0◦ at a time t = 0.
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Fig. 4. Trajectory of a grain with a β value, released from the parent body on the circular Kepler orbit with a semi-major axis of 3 AU, where β is a ratio
of the solar radiation pressure force to the solar gravity on the grain. The initial position is at X = 3 AU and Y = 0, and the direction of motion is
toward the +Y direction.

The initial condition for the numerical simulation of the
rotating cylindrical grain is assumed that the grain is released
from the parent body, which is on the circular orbit of the
semi-major axis of 3 AU and the inclination of 0◦. We
neglect a relative velocity of the grain to the parent body.
The RADAU numerical integrator (Everhart, 1985) is used
to solve Eqs. (5) and (6) simultaneously.
3.2 Fluctuation of the Kepler orbit

After releasing from the parent body, the grain feels a rel-
atively low gravitational attraction by a factor 1 − β. Con-
sequently, its orbit differs from that of the parent body. Fig-
ure 4 shows the orbits of the grains with different β values
released from the circular Kepler prograde orbit at a helio-
centric distance r = 3 AU on the X axis. As β increases,
the resulting orbit of the grain has higher eccentricity. The
perihelion position of the orbit is the same as the starting po-
sition in the X axis because the Poynting-Robertson effect
which changes the perihelion distance of the orbit, plays no
significant role during the time scale of interest (nearly one
Kepler period at 3 AU).

To pursue the trajectory of the rotating cylinder, we solve
Eqs. (5) and (6) simultaneously for a test grain of a silicate
cylinder with aeq = 0.15 μm and a/b = 2.0. Figure 5
shows the periodic variation of heliocentric distance r with
a time, associated with the spin motion, during 5 days after
25 days leaving from the parent body. Note that there is no
physical meaning to select “25 days after leaving” except
to emphasize the difference of the minimum heliocentric
distance of rotating cylinder from r = 3 AU. It is found
that the grain with slow spin velocity shows wider change
in heliocentric distance than the grain with fast spin velocity.

The closest distance of the rotating grain to the Sun increases
with a time gradually by the effect of β value. Furthermore,
it is derived in Fig. 6 that the instantaneous eccentricity e of
the orbit for the rotating cylindrical grain varies periodically
with its spin motion. Figure 6 shows that the grain with
slower rotation velocity than ω = 1 rotation/day changes
its state of motion from a bound orbit to the unbound orbit
and vise versa continuously, whereas the faster spin grains
are always on the bound orbit.

The resulting orbits of the rotating cylindrical grains in
the X − Y plane are shown in Fig. 7(a). In Fig. 7(b), the
enlargement of the variation in the part of the orbits is illus-
trated to show the fluctuation of the trajectory clearly for two
cases, i.e., 0.25 rotation/day and 0.5 rotation/day. We
found that the orbit of the cylindrical grain with ω = 0.25
rotation/day makes a band structure with a width of 0.02
AU, while that with faster ω = 2 rotations/day shows a
narrow band structure with a width of 0.008 AU. The fol-
lowing relation between a width of the band structure (�r )
and a spin velocity (ω) are derived, i.e.

�r(AU) = 0.012 − 0.013 log ω(rotation/day). (7)

In a case of a circular orbit of a parent body, the resulting
band width does not depend on the released position of the
rotating grain from the parent body. However, it is expected
that the amplitude of fluctuation, i.e. the band width, is in-
fluenced by the initial position/velocity of the grain released
from the parent body on an eccentric orbit.
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Fig. 5. Periodic variation of the heliocentric distance r of the silicate grains during 5 days after 25 days from the released date, where four spin velocities
ω are taken for the circular cylinder grains with aeq = 0.15 μm and the aspect ratio 2.0. For reference a sphere with β = 0.28 is also shown by a thin
solid curve.

Fig. 6. Variation of the eccentricity e with a time, which is obtained by the same simulation for the grain’s motion done in Fig. 5.

4. Discussion
It should be discussed about the presence of slow (1

rotation/day) spin grain. Although we have done no di-
rect measurements of the spin velocity of interplanetary dust
grains, it seems natural to expect that the interplanetary dust
grains have spin motions obtained when they were produced
by the catastrophic disruption by asteroids. Fujiwara and
Tsukamoto (1981) have shown based on their laboratory
measurements of catastrophic impacts into basaltic targets at
a velocity of 2.7 km/s that the spall fragments with sizes less
than 1 cm have spin rate of larger than 1 rotation/s. It is
shown that the spin rate increases with decreasing the size of
fragment, though the lower limit of the detectable size is 0.4
cm. From the limitation of the camera, the very low rotation

rates could not be determined accurately. Consequently, no
extremely slow spin grains (such as 1 rotation/day) could
not be detected, even if they would exist in the ejected frag-
ments.

Dohnanyi (1978) has reviewed the rotations of interplan-
etary dust grains, where he argued that the angular velocity
of the fragments arisen in the catastrophic collisions will be
distributed from zero to some maximum value related to the
stress in fragmentation. Paddack and Rhee (1976) have ex-
amined the stabilization of spin motion for irregularly shaped
metallic grain caused by the balance between the spin-up
mechanism due to windmill effect by radiation pressure and
the spin-down mechanism due to the magnetic spin damping
effects by interplanetary magnetic field. They have shown
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(a)

Fig. 7(a). The orbits in the X − Y plane of cylindrical silicate grains with four spin velocities ω, where the initial position is at X = 3 AU and Y = 0 on
the circular prograde orbit with a semi-major axis of 3 AU.

(b)

Fig. 7(b). Same as Fig. 7(a), but in a small scale in the X − Y plane to show the fluctuation of the trajectory clearly.

that the lifetime of μm sized metallic grain against the ro-
tational bursting is a few hundreds of years. On the other
hand, Mukai (1981) has studied the spin-down effect of a
spherical grain due to collisions by solar wind particles, and
found that the rotating silicate grain with a radius less than
0.1 μm would lose its spin angular momentum completely
before it falls into the Sun by the Poynting-Robertson effect.
This result suggests that the initially high spin grain grad-
ually loses its spin velocity in the interplanetary space, and
consequently the existence of very slow spin motion seems
to be undeniable.

Concerning the alignment of spin vector with the normal
direction to the solar radiation, several dynamical theories of
grain orientation have been studied in the past (e.g. Green-
berg, 1968). Gold mechanism (Gold, 1952) suggests that an-
gular momentum imparted to a grain by collisions with the
gas tends to be normal to the relative velocity. As a result,
the elongated axis of a grain tends to be normal to its angu-

lar momentum. This gas-dust interaction may happen at the
event of catastrophic disruption of asteroids, and may lead
to support our assumption that the spin vector is to normal
to the symmetry axis of the cylinder. However, the available
time scale for alignment in the disruption event seems to be
too short to attain enough alignment of released grains. Since
Davis-Greenstein mechanism (Davis and Greenstein, 1951)
caused by an alignment torque due to paramagnetic relax-
ation requires the magnetic grains, then it may play a minor
role in the silicate grain of interest.

It is natural to assume that the released grains from the
parent body have arbitrary spin directions. Furthermore the
directions of angular momentum, ω vector and one of the
grain’s principal axes of inertia are not all aligned. However,
except the case that the spin axis of the grain is parallel to
the solar radiation direction, a variation of the β value with a
spin motion occurs in some degree. As a result, the dynami-
cal fluctuation of the Kepler orbit for irregularly shaped grain
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associated with its rotation motion is expected as a general
feature for the grain efficiently affected by the solar radiation
pressure force in the interplanetary space. It should be noted
that the non-radial component of the radiation pressure force
for non-spherical grains also plays some role in the dynam-
ical evolution of such irregularly shaped grains for a fairly
long time (e.g. Voshchinnikov and Il’in, 1983).

5. Conclusions
We have computed a ratio β of the solar radiation pres-

sure force to the solar gravity for the finite circular cylin-
drical grain with changing its aspect ratio a/b and a direc-
tion of incident solar radiation �. By using the resulting
formula for a dependence of β on �, the trajectories of the
rotating cylindrical grains in the solar system are computed
for silicate grains. It is found that the heliocentric distance
of the orbit for the slow rotating silicate grain (ω = 0.25
rotation/day) with a radius of the sphere with equivalent
mass aeq = 0.15 μm and the aspect ratio a/b = 2.0 varies
periodically with a spin motion of the grain. Consequently
the resulting orbit makes a band structure with a width of
0.02 AU. Although this width of the band structure is nar-
rower one order of magnitude compared with the detected
dust bands (see Ishiguro et al., 1998), the fluctuation effect
of the orbit should be taken into account in the orbital evolu-
tion of the grains in the dust bands. In addition, during such
fluctuation of the heliocentric distance of Kepler orbit, the
instantaneous eccentricity of the orbit varies simultaneously
from 0 to 1.6 with a time, associated with the spin motion
of the grain. This implies that the in-situ measurement of
the orbital elements of impinging grain into the dust counter
may record such instantaneous orbital elements instead of
the averaged orbital elements.
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